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We study quantum channels that are close to another channel with weakly additive Holevo infor-
mation and derive upper bounds on their classical capacity. Examples of channels with weakly addi-
tive Holevo information are entanglement-breaking channels, unital qubit channels, and Hadamard
channels. Related to the method of approximate degradability, we define approximation parameters
for each class above that measure how close an arbitrary channel is to satisfying the respective
property. This gives us upper bounds on the classical capacity in terms of functions of the ap-
proximation parameters, as well as an outer bound on the dynamic capacity region of a quantum
channel. Since these parameters are defined in terms of the diamond distance, the upper bounds
can be computed efficiently using semidefinite programming (SDP). We exhibit the usefulness of
our method with two example channels: a convex mixture of amplitude damping and depolarizing
noise, and a composition of amplitude damping and dephasing noise. For both channels, our bounds
perform well in certain regimes of the noise parameters in comparison to a recently derived SDP
upper bound on the classical capacity. Along the way, we define the notion of a generalized channel
divergence (which includes the diamond distance as an example), and we prove that for jointly
covariant channels these quantities are maximized by purifications of a state invariant under the
covariance group. This latter result may be of independent interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
In information theory, an imperfect communication
link between a sender and a receiver is modeled as a noisy
channel. The capacity of such a channel is defined as the
largest rate at which information can be sent through the
channel reliably. In his 1948 paper that founded infor-
mation theory, Shannon [1] gave a simple formula for the
capacity of a channel in terms of the mutual information
between an input random variable and the correspond-
ing channel output random variable, maximized over all
possible input distributions. One of the most remarkable
aspects of Shannon’s formula is its single-letter nature,
meaning that the capacity of a channel only depends on
the output statistics of a single use of it.
Quantum information theory generalizes the classical
theory, incorporating quantum phenomena like entangle-
ment that have the potential of enhancing communica-
tion capabilities. Communication is modeled by quan-
tum channels. Depending on the type of information to
be sent through a quantum channel, and the resources
available to the sender and the receiver, there are vari-
ous capacities characterizing a channel’s capabilities. In
this paper, we focus on the task of unassisted classical
information transmission through a quantum channel.
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One may define a quantum analogue of the channel mu-
tual information mentioned above, the Holevo informa-
tion (see (4) in Section II D), which again quantifies the
maximal possible mutual information between a (classi-
cal) input random variable to a quantum channel and
its (quantum) output state. Restricting the encoding in
the information-processing task so that entangled inputs
across different channel uses are not allowed, the Holevo
information of a quantum channel is indeed equal to the
product-state classical capacity of the channel [2, 3].
In quantum information theory, it is natural to allow
for general encodings that entangle inputs to the chan-
nel across different channel uses, since this potentially
improves communication rates. In this scenario, the sit-
uation is more complicated, as the classical capacity of a
quantum channel is now given by the regularized Holevo
information [2, 3]. The regularization here means that
the Holevo information needs to be evaluated for an arbi-
trary (unbounded) number n of channel uses; the largest
such value normalized by n is then equal to the classi-
cal capacity. The evaluation of the Holevo information
for an unbounded number of uses of the channel renders
the classical capacity intractable to compute, unless the
Holevo information is additive. In this latter case, the
normalized Holevo information is the same for all n.
Additivity of the Holevo information is known to hold
for certain classes of channels such as entanglement-
breaking channels [4], unital qubit channels [5], depolar-
izing channels [6], and Hadamard channels [7, 8]. More-
over, a covariant qubit channel whose symmetry group
forms a one-design on the output space also has additive
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2Holevo information (see Section III A for details). How-
ever, Hastings [9] found an example of a channel that
violates additivity of the Holevo information. Thus, the
regularization in the classical capacity formula seems to
be necessary in general. A well-known example of a qubit
channel with unknown classical capacity is the amplitude
damping channel. Deriving a tractable expression for its
classical capacity remains a major open problem in quan-
tum information theory.
A quantum channel can also be used to transmit other
types of information besides classical information. For
example, the quantum capacity of a quantum channel
quantifies the highest rate at which quantum informa-
tion can be sent through the channel reliably. Similar to
the classical capacity, the quantum capacity was shown
to be equal to the regularization of a quantity called the
coherent information [10–16]. However, the coherent in-
formation can be superadditive [17] (see also [18] for an
extreme form of this). Thus, the regularization in the
quantum capacity formula is generally necessary, render-
ing the capacity intractable to compute in most cases.
A similar situation holds when a quantum channel is
used to transmit private classical information. The cor-
responding private capacity can again be expressed as the
regularization of a quantity called the private information
[16, 19], and the latter was found to be superadditive as
well [20]. However, for the class of degradable quantum
channels [21] both the coherent information and the pri-
vate information are additive ([21] resp. [22]), and in fact
equal to each other [22]. Subsequently, for these channels
both the quantum and private capacity are equal to the
coherent information.
Due to the non-additivity of the Holevo information,
the coherent information, and the private information,
the corresponding capacities (classical, quantum, pri-
vate) are poorly understood except in a few particular
cases. Thus, to characterize the communication capabil-
ities of most quantum channels we are left with finding
good (lower and) upper bounds on their various capaci-
ties. A powerful method to find such upper bounds on the
quantum and private capacity of a channel was recently
developed by Sutter et al. [23]. For an arbitrary chan-
nel, they defined an approximate degradability parameter,
which measures how close a channel is to being degrad-
able (in which case it would have additive coherent and
private information). Approximately degradable chan-
nels have approximately additive coherent and private
information, and this fact can be used to obtain strong
upper bounds on the quantum and private capacity, re-
spectively. Moreover, these bounds can be easily evalu-
ated as the degradability parameter is the solution to a
semidefinite program (SDP). The method has also been
applied recently to bound various capacities of bosonic
thermal channels [24].
A. Main results and organization of the paper
In the current work, we apply techniques similar to
those developed in [23] to the task of classical informa-
tion transmission, in order to obtain upper bounds on
the classical capacity of a channel. The main mathemat-
ical tool is a continuity result for the classical capacity of
quantum channels recently proved in [25]. This result can
be used to obtain upper bounds on the classical capacity
of a channel that is close (in diamond distance) to a quan-
tum channel with weakly additive Holevo information
(Corollary II.7). We then define notions of approximate
covariance, approximate entanglement-breaking, and ap-
proximate Hadamard-ness, that measure how far a given
arbitrary channel is from satisfying the respective defin-
ing property. In each case, Corollary II.7 gives upper
bounds on the classical capacity of the channel (Corollar-
ies III.5, III.7, and III.11, respectively). In addition, we
define an alternative notion of approximate Hadamard-
ness in the spirit of [23], and derive an analogous upper
bound on the classical capacity in Theorem III.14. This
alternative approximate Hadamard-ness parameter can
also be used to obtain an outer bound on the “dynamic
capcaity region” of a channel (Theorem III.16), charac-
terizing the ability of a quantum channel to simultane-
ously transmit classical and quantum information as well
as generate entanglement between sender and receiver.
In all cases above, the corresponding approximation pa-
rameters can be computed (or bounded) via SDPs, and
thus evaluated efficiently.
We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach on two
examples of channels for which additivity of the Holevo
information is not known to hold: a convex mixture of an
amplitude damping channel and a depolarizing channel,
and the composition of an amplitude damping channel
and a Z-dephasing channel. For both channels, we com-
pare our upper bounds to an SDP upper bound on the
classical capacity recently derived by Wang et al. [26].
Along the way, we define the notion of a generalized
channel divergence that includes the diamond distance
between quantum channels. We prove in Proposition II.4
that for jointly covariant channels (i.e., two channels that
are covariant with respect to the same group) any gener-
alized channel divergence is maximized by purifications of
a covariant state, i.e., a state invariant under the covari-
ance group. This result may be of independent interest
and has been employed recently in [24]. Specializing it
to the diamond distance, we obtain an analytical formula
for the covariance parameter of the amplitude damping
channel (Proposition IV.2).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II we first fix some notation, and then define and
discuss the following central objects of our paper: quan-
tum channels, the diamond norm, generalized channel
divergences, the Holevo information of a quantum chan-
nel, and the classical capacity of a quantum channel. In
Section III, we introduce four different notions of approx-
imate additivity of the Holevo information of a quan-
3tum channel, based on how close the channel is to being
covariant, entanglement-breaking, or Hadamard, respec-
tively. We show how these notions lead to upper bounds
on the classical capacity of a quantum channel, as well
as an outer bound on the dynamic capacity region of a
quantum channel. In Section IV we apply our results to
two examples of channels and furthermore discuss why
our methods do not give useful bounds for the amplitude
damping channel. Finally, we give some concluding re-
marks in Section V. Appendices A, B and C contain the
proofs of some technical results.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we use the following notation: For a fi-
nite dimensional Hilbert space H, we denote by B(H) the
algebra of linear operators acting on H. For a Hilbert
space HA associated to a quantum system A, we set
|A| := dimHA. We write XA1...An for operators in
B(HA1...An), where HA1...An := HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn . A
(quantum) state ρA is a positive semidefinite, normalized
operator, i.e., ρA ≥ 0 and Tr ρA = 1. A pure state ψA is
a state with rank 1, to which we can associate a normal-
ized vector |ψ〉A ∈ HA (i.e., 〈ψ|ψ〉A = 1) such that ψA =
|ψ〉〈ψ|A. We denote by P(HA) := {ρ ∈ B(HA) : ρ ≥ 0}
the set of positive semidefinite operators on HA, and
by D(HA) := {ρ ∈ P(HA) : Tr(ρA) = 1} the set of
states on HA. For a state ρA, the von Neumann entropy
S(ρA) ≡ S(A)ρ is defined by S(A)ρ = −Tr ρA log ρA,
where log is taken to base 2.
A. Quantum channels
A quantum channel N : A → B is a linear, com-
pletely positive, and trace-preserving map from B(HA) to
B(HB), where HA and HB are Hilbert spaces associated
to the quantum systems A and B. We also use the nota-
tion NA→B . We denote the identity channel on B(HA)
by idA. If a quantum channel acts on one system of a bi-
partite operator, we occasionally omit the identity chan-
nel, i.e., we write NA→B(ρRA) ≡ (idR⊗NA→B)(ρRA).
For every quantum channel N : A → B we can choose
an auxiliary Hilbert space HE , the environment, and an
isometry V : HA → HB ⊗ HE , the Stinespring dilation,
such that N (ρA) = TrE(V ρAV †) [27]. The isometry V
is unique up to left multiplication by a unitary operator
acting on HE . A complementary channel Nc : A→ E of
N is defined by Nc(ρA) := TrB(V ρAV †) and unique up
to a unitary operator acting on the output.
Let {|i〉A}|A|i=1 be a basis for HA, and define the unnor-
malized maximally entangled vector
|γ〉AA′ :=
|A|∑
i=1
|i〉A ⊗ |i〉A′ , (1)
where A′ ∼= A (by which we mean HA′ ∼= HA as Hilbert
spaces). The Choi operator NAB of a quantum channel
N : A ∼= A′ → B is defined as
NAB := (idA⊗N )(γAA′),
where idA denotes the identity map on B(HA). The Choi
operator satisfies NAB ≥ 0 and TrB NAB = 1A, where
1A denotes the identity operator on HA. Conversely,
any bipartite operator MAB satisfying MAB ≥ 0 and
TrBMAB = 1A is the Choi operator of some quantum
channel M : A→ B. We use this correspondence exten-
sively throughout the paper.
Let G be a group with unitary representations UA(g) ∈
U(HA) on HA and VB(g) ∈ U(HB) on HB , respectively,
where U(H) denotes the unitary group acting on the
Hilbert space H. We call a quantum channel N : A→ B
covariant with respect to {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G, if
VB(g)N (·)VB(g)† = N (UA(g) · UA(g)†)
for all g ∈ G. We drop direct reference to the representa-
tions {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G whenever their choice is clear
from the context.
B. Diamond norm
The trace norm ‖X‖1 of an operator X ∈ B(H) is
defined as
‖X‖1 := Tr
√
X†X.
The diamond norm ‖Φ‖ of a linear map Φ: A → B is
defined as
‖Φ‖ := max
XA′A∈B(HA′A)
‖(idA′ ⊗Φ)(XA′A)‖1
‖XA′A‖1 ,
where A′ ∼= A. For two quantum channels N ,M : A →
B, the diamond norm 12‖N −M‖ of half their differ-
ence is the solution to the following semidefinite program
(SDP) [28]:
minimize: µ
subject to: TrB ZAB ≤ µ1A
ZAB ≥ NAB −MAB
ZAB ≥ 0,
(2)
where NAB and MAB denote the Choi operators of the
quantum channels N and M, respectively.
C. Generalized channel divergences
In the following, we use the notation D ≡ D(H) and
P ≡ P(H) for the sets of density matrices and positive
semidefinite operators on a generic Hilbert space H, re-
spectively.
4Definition II.1 (Generalized divergence; [29, 30]). A
functional D : D × P → R is a generalized divergence if
it satisfies the monotonicity (data processing) inequality
D(ρ‖σ) ≥ D(N (ρ)‖N (σ)),
where N is a quantum channel.
Particular examples of a generalized divergence are the
quantum relative entropy D(ρ‖σ) := Tr(ρ(log ρ− log σ))
[31] and the trace distance ‖ρ − σ‖1. It follows directly
from monotonicity that any generalized divergence is
invariant with respect to isometries, in the sense that
D(ρ‖σ) = D(UρU†‖UσU†), where U is an isometry, and
that it is invariant under tensoring with another quan-
tum state τ , namely D(ρ‖σ) = D(ρ ⊗ τ‖σ ⊗ τ). Note
that to establish isometric invariance from monotonicity,
we require a channel that can reverse the action of an
isometry (see, e.g., [32, Section 4.6.3] for this standard
construction).
We say that a generalized channel divergence satis-
fies the direct-sum property with respect to classical-
quantum states if the following equality holds:
D
(∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρx
∥∥∥∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ σx
)
=
∑
x
pX(x)D(ρ
x‖σx),
where pX is a probability distribution, {|x〉}x is an or-
thonormal basis, and {ρx}x and {σx}x are sets of states.
We note that this property holds, e.g., for trace distance
and quantum relative entropy.
Definition II.2 (Generalized channel divergence).
Given quantum channels NA→B and MA→B , we define
the generalized channel divergence as
D(N‖M) ≡ sup
ρRA
D(NA→B(ρRA)‖MA→B(ρRA)),
where the supremum is over all mixed states ρRA, and
the reference system R is allowed to be arbitrarily large.
However, as a consequence of purification, data process-
ing, and the Schmidt decomposition, it follows that
D(N‖M) = sup
ψRA
D(NA→B(ψRA)‖MA→B(ψRA)),
such that the supremum can be restricted to be with
respect to pure states and the reference system R is iso-
morphic to the channel input system A.
Particular cases of the generalized channel divergence
are the diamond norm of the difference of NA→B and
MA→B as well as the Re´nyi channel divergence from [33].
In the following development, the notion of joint co-
variance plays a central role. We say that channels
NA→B and MA→B are jointly covariant with respect to
{(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G if each of them is covariant with
respect to {(UA(g), VB(g))}g. We also use the abbrevia-
tions
UgA(ρA) = UA(g)ρAU†A(g),
VgB(σB) = VB(g)σBV †B(g).
We begin with the following lemma, which will be help-
ful in establishing several follow-up results:
Lemma II.3. Let NA→B andMA→B be quantum chan-
nels, and let {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G denote unitary repre-
sentations of a group G. Let ρA be a density operator,
and let φρRA be a purification of ρA. Let ρ¯A denote the
group average of ρA according to a probability distribution
pG, i.e.,
ρ¯A =
∑
g
pG(g)UgA(ρA),
and let φρ¯RA be a purification of ρ¯A. Moreover, for g ∈ G
we use the notation N gA→B ≡ Vg†B ◦NA→B ◦UgA, and sim-
ilarly for MgA→B. Then the following inequality holds:
D
(NA→B (φρ¯RA)∥∥MA→B (φρ¯RA))
≥ D
(∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗N gA→B(φρRA)
∥∥∥∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗MgA→B(φρRA)
)
.
If the generalized divergence has the direct-sum property
with respect to classical-quantum states, then the follow-
ing inequality holds:
D(NA→B(φρ¯RA)‖MA→B(φρ¯RA))
≥
∑
g
pG(g)D(N gA→B(φρRA)‖MgA→B(φρRA)).
Proof. Our proof is related to an approach from [34,
Proposition 2] as well as that given in [35]. Given the
purification φρRA, consider the following state
|ψ〉PRA ≡
∑
g
√
pG(g)|g〉P [IR ⊗ UA(g)] |φρ〉RA .
Observe that |ψ〉PRA is a purification of ρ¯A with purify-
ing systems P and R. By the fact that all purifications
are related by an isometry, there exists an isometric chan-
nelWR→PR such thatWR→PR(φρ¯RA) = ψPRA. Then the
following chain of inequalities holds:
D(NA→B(φρ¯RA)‖MA→B(φρ¯RA))
= D(WR→PR(NA→B(φρ¯RA))‖WR→PR(MA→B(φρ¯RA)))
= D(NA→B [WR→PR(φρ¯RA)]‖MA→B [WR→PR(φρ¯RA)])
= D(NA→B(ψPRA)‖MA→B(ψPRA))
≥ D
(∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗ (NA→B ◦ UgA) (φρRA)
∥∥∥∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗ (MA→B ◦ UgA) (φρRA)
)
(3)
= D
(∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗N gA→B(φρRA)
∥∥∥∑
g
pG(g)|g〉〈g|P ⊗MgA→B(φρRA)
)
.
5The first equality follows from isometric invariance of
the channel divergence. The second equality follows
because the isometric channel WR→PR commutes with
NA→B and MA→B . The third equality follows because
WR→PR(φρ¯RA) = ψPRA. The first inequality follows from
monotonicity of the generalized divergence D under a de-
phasing of the P register (where the dephasing operation
is given by
∑
g |g〉〈g| · |g〉〈g|). The last equality follows
from invariance of the generalized divergence under uni-
taries, with the unitary chosen to be∑
g
|g〉〈g|P ⊗ V †B(g).
Note that one could also implement this operation as a
classically controlled LOCC operation, i.e., a von Neu-
mann measurement {|g〉〈g|} of the register P followed by
a rotation V †B(g) of the B register, as discussed in [34,
Proposition 2]. One can do so here because both argu-
ments to D in (3) are classical on P .
We then have the following proposition, which allows
us to restrict the form of the input states needed to op-
timize the generalized channel divergence of two jointly
covariant channels:
Proposition II.4. Let NA→B and MA→B be quan-
tum channels that are jointly covariant with respect to
{(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G for a group G as above. Then,
D(N‖M) = sup
ψRA
{D(NA→B(ψRA)‖MA→B(ψRA))} ,
where the supremum is over all pure states ψRA such that
ψA =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G UgA (ψA). That is, it suffices to restrict
the optimization to be over pure input states ψRA such
that the reduced state ψA is invariant with respect to the
symmetrizing channel 1|G|
∑
g UgA (·).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma II.3,
which follows from the assumption of joint covariance.
Applying it and taking pG(g) = 1/ |G|, we find that
D(NA→B(φρ¯RA)‖MA→B(φρ¯RA)) ≥ D
(∑
g∈G
1
|G| |g〉〈g|P ⊗N
g
A→B(φ
ρ
RA)
∥∥∥∥∑g∈G 1|G| |g〉〈g|P ⊗MgA→B(φρRA)
)
= D
(∑
g∈G
1
|G| |g〉〈g|P ⊗NA→B(φ
ρ
RA)
∥∥∥∥∑g∈G 1|G| |g〉〈g|P ⊗MA→B(φρRA)
)
= D(NA→B(φρRA)‖MA→B(φρRA)) .
The first equality follows from the assumption of joint
covariance, which implies that
N gA→B ≡ Vg†B ◦ NA→B ◦ UgA = NA→B ,
MgA→B ≡ Vg†B ◦MA→B ◦ UgA =MA→B .
The last inequality follows because the generalized diver-
gence D is invariant with respect to tensoring another
quantum state.
Applying Proposition II.4 to the case in which
{UA(g)}g∈G is a one-design leads to the following corol-
lary:
Corollary II.5. Let NA→B and MA→B be quan-
tum channels that are jointly covariant with respect
to {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G for a group G and where
{UA(g)}g∈G is a one-design. Then,
D(N‖M)
= D((idR⊗NA→B)(ΦRA)‖(idR⊗MA→B)(ΦRA)),
where |Φ〉RA := |A|−1/2|γ〉RA denotes the (normalized)
maximally entangled state.
D. Holevo information and classical capacity of
quantum channels
We define the Holevo information χ(N ) of a quantum
channel N : A→ B as
χ(N ) := max
E
χ(N , E), (4)
where
χ(N , E) := S
(∑
x
pX(x)N (ρxA)
)
−
∑
x
pX(x)S(N (ρxA)),
and the maximum in (4) is over all quantum state en-
sembles E = {pX(x), ρxA}x with ρxA ∈ D(HA). Note
that this maximum is achieved by pure state ensem-
bles of cardinality at most |A|2, i.e., ρxA = |ψx〉〈ψx|A
for all x = 1, . . . , |A|2. Defining the classical-quantum
(cq) states
ρXA =
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρxA (5)
σXB = (idX ⊗N )(ρXA), (6)
6the Holevo information can be expressed as
χ(N ) = max
ρXA
I(X;B)σ,
where the maximum is over all cq states ρXA of the form
in (5), the state σXB is defined as in (6), and I(A;B)θ =
S(A)θ + S(B)θ − S(AB)θ is the mutual information of a
bipartite state θAB . The classical capacity C(N ) of N is
given by the regularized Holevo information [2, 3]:
C(N ) = lim
n→∞
1
n
χ(N⊗n). (7)
We say that a quantum channel N has weakly additive
Holevo information if
χ(N⊗n) = nχ(N )
holds for all n ∈ N. For such a channel, the limit in
the classical capacity formula (7) becomes trivial, and
the classical capacity is equal to the Holevo information,
C(N ) = χ(N ). Furthermore, we say that a quantum
channel N has strongly additive Holevo information if
χ(N ⊗M) = χ(N ) + χ(M)
for any other channel M. It is easy to see that every
channel with strongly additive Holevo information also
has weakly additive Holevo information. Subsequently,
for channels with strongly additive Holevo information
we also have C(N ) = χ(N ). In Section III we discuss
examples of channels with weakly or strongly additive
Holevo information.
Leung and Smith [36] proved a number of continuity
results for quantum channel capacities with respect to the
diamond distance, including a continuity bound for the
classical capacity. Shirokov [25] recently refined their re-
sult on the classical capacity using techniques developed
by Winter [37], as well as giving an improved continu-
ity bound for the Holevo information of two quantum
channels. To state Shirokov’s results, we introduce the
function g : [0, 1]→ R, defined as
g(ε) := (1 + ε) log(1 + ε)− ε log ε. (8)
We then have:
Theorem II.6 ([25]). Let N ,M : A → B be quantum
channels with 12‖N −M‖ ≤ ε for some ε ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
(i) |χ(N )− χ(M)| ≤ ε log |B|+ g(ε);
(ii) |C(N )− C(M)| ≤ 2ε log |B|+ g(ε),
where g(ε) is defined as in (8).
From Theorem II.6 we can easily deduce the following
result, which serves as the main mathematical tool in our
discussion:
Corollary II.7. Let N : A→ B be an arbitrary quantum
channel, and let M : A → B be a quantum channel with
weakly additive Holevo information, χ(M⊗n) = nχ(M)
for all n ∈ N. If 12‖N −M‖ ≤ ε for some ε ∈ [0, 1], the
classical capacity of N can be bounded as
C(N ) ≤ χ(M) + 2ε log |B|+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3ε log |B|+ 2g(ε),
with g(ε) as defined in (8).
III. CHANNELS WITH APPROXIMATELY
ADDITIVE HOLEVO INFORMATION
A. Approximately covariant channels
In this subsection we define a notion of approximate
covariance of a quantum channel, and we show how the
assumptions of Corollary II.7 can be met using this con-
cept. First, we discuss channels that are covariant with
respect to certain groups called unitary designs, and show
how the Holevo information of these channels becomes
(weakly or strongly) additive.
A group G is said to form a unitary 1-design, if there
is a unitary representation UA(g) ∈ U(HA) of G on HA
such that
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
UA(g)ρAUA(g)
† = piA
for all ρA ∈ B(HA), where piA = 1|A|1A denotes the com-
pletely mixed state on HA.
A group G is said to form a unitary 2-design, if there
is a unitary representation UA(g) ∈ U(HA) of G on HA
such that for all quantum channels Λ: A→ A,
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
UA(g)Λ
(
UA(g)
† · UA(g)
)
UA(g)
†
=
∫
U(HA)
dµ(U)UΛ
(
U† · U)U†,
where dµ(U) denotes the Haar measure on U(HA).
Equivalently [38], for all ρA′A (with A
′ ∼= A),
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
(UA′(g)⊗ UA(g))ρA′A(UA′(g)⊗ UA(g))†
=
∫
U(HA)
dµ(U) (U ⊗ U)ρA′A(U ⊗ U)†.
For covariant channels with a one-design as the input
space representation, the formula for the Holevo infor-
mation simplifies in the following way:
Lemma III.1 ([39]). Let N : A→ B be a quantum chan-
nel that is covariant with respect to {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G,
where the representation UA(g) ∈ U(HA) is a one-design.
Then,
χ(N ) = S(N (pi))−min
ψ
S(N (ψ)).
7For covariant qubit-qubit channels with a one-design as
the output space representation, the Holevo information
is weakly additive:
Lemma III.2 ([5]). Let N : A → B be a qubit-qubit
channel, |A| = |B| = 2, that is covariant with respect
to {(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G, and where VB(g) ∈ U(HB) is a
one-design. Then the Holevo information of N is weakly
additive,
χ(N⊗n) = nχ(N ) for all n ∈ N.
Consequently, C(N ) = χ(N ) for such covariant chan-
nels.
Proof. First, let A and B be arbitrary systems with
|A| = |B| (i.e., not necessarily qubits), and let N : A →
B be a channel that is covariant with respect to
{(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G, where the representation VB(g) ∈
U(HB) is a one-design. Then N is unital, N (1A) = 1B :
N (1A) = |A| N (piA)
=
|A|
|G|
∑
g∈G
N (UA(g)piAUA(g)†)
=
|A|
|G|
∑
g∈G
VB(g)N (piA)VB(g)†
= |A|piB
= 1B .
For qubits A and B (i.e., |A| = |B| = 2), the result now
follows from King’s result about unital qubit channels
[5].
For covariant quantum channels N : A → B, where A
and B are isomorphic, d-dimensional systems, the Holevo
information is additive if the group representations are
unitary two-designs. This result is a direct consequence
of [6, 38, 40], and we give a proof in Appendix A for the
sake of completeness.
Lemma III.3. Let A and B be isomorphic d-
dimensional quantum systems, A ∼= B, let G be a group,
and let N : A → B be a quantum channel that is co-
variant with respect to a unitary representation UA(g) ∈
U(HA) of G on HA resp. HB that is a unitary two-design.
Then N is an |A|-dimensional depolarizing channel, and
hence its Holevo information is strongly additive,
χ(N ⊗M) = χ(N ) + χ(M)
for an arbitrary quantum channel M : A′ → B′. Conse-
quently, C(N ) = χ(N ) for such covariant channels.
We now introduce a notion of approximate covariance.
For a group G with unitary representations UA(g) ∈
U(HA) on HA and VB(g) ∈ U(HB) on HB , respec-
tively, and an arbitrary quantum channel N : A → B,
the twirled channel NG of N is defined as
NG := 1|G|
∑
g∈G
VB(g)
†N (UA(g) · UA(g)†)VB(g).
This twirled channel NG is covariant with respect to
{(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G by construction. Our notion of ap-
proximate covariance of a quantum channel is based on
how close the channel is in diamond norm to its twirled
channel:
Definition III.4 (Approximate covariance). We fix a
group G with unitary representations UA(g) ∈ U(HA)
on HA and VB(g) ∈ U(HB) on HB . For a given ε ∈
[0, 1], we call a channel N ε-covariant with respect to
{(UA(g), VB(g))}g∈G, if
1
2
‖N −NG‖ ≤ ε.
We define the covariance parameter covG(N ) as the
smallest ε ≥ 0 such that N is ε-covariant with respect to
the given representations of G.
For given representations of a group G, the covariance
parameter covG(N ) can be efficiently computed using the
SDP in (2) for the diamond norm. The Choi operator
NGAB of the twirled channel NG can be obtained from
the Choi operator NAB via the relation
NGAB =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
(U¯A(g)⊗ VB(g))NAB(U¯A(g)⊗ VB(g))†.
By Lemma III.2, the Holevo information of qubit-qubit
channels that are covariant with respect to one-designs is
weakly additive. More generally, quantum channels act-
ing on a d-dimensional system which are covariant with
respect to a two-design have strongly additive Holevo
information, since these channels are d-dimensional de-
polarizing channels (Lemma III.3). In view of Defini-
tion III.4, we can therefore apply Corollary II.7 to any
quantum channel once we consider suitable groups (or
rather representations thereof) and the corresponding
twirled channel.
It is well known that the “projective” Pauli group1
P = {1, X, Y, Z} forms a one-design,
1
4
(ρ+XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ) =
1
2
1
for all ρ ∈ B(C2), where X,Y, Z are the usual Pauli ma-
trices. For an n-qubit system A (i.e., |A| = 2n), the Pauli
group Pn consists of all n-fold tensor products of elements
in P, i.e., Pn := P⊗n. The “projective” Clifford group
Cn is defined as the normalizer of Pn in U(HA), that is,
Cn = {U ∈ U(HA) : UPnU† = Pn}.
The Clifford group Cn forms a unitary two-design [41]
(see also [38]). More generally, the Clifford group CHWd
1 Since for example XY = iZ, one needs to add the phases ±1,±i
to turn P into a group. However, under the action of P by
conjugation these phases drop out, and it suffices to just consider
P.
8of the Heisenberg-Weyl group acting on a d-dimensional
system is also a unitary two-design [42].
Combining the above observations with Lemma III.2,
Lemma III.3, and Corollary II.7, we obtain the following:
Corollary III.5. Let A and B be quantum systems with
|A| = |B|, and let N : A → B be an arbitrary quantum
channel.
(i) For |A| = |B| = 2, the choices G = P and ε =
covP(N ) yield
C(N ) ≤ χ(NP) + 2ε+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3ε+ 2g(ε),
where g(ε) is defined through (8).
(ii) For |A| = |B| = 2n, the choices G = Cn and ε =
covCn(N ) yield
C(N ) ≤ χ(NCn) + 2nε+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3nε+ 2g(ε).
(iii) For |A| = |B| = d, the choices G = CHWd and ε =
covCHWd (N ) yield
C(N ) ≤ χ(NCHWd ) + 2ε log d+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3ε log d+ 2g(ε).
Note that in all three cases of Corollary III.5, the
Holevo information χ(NG) of the twirled channel NG for
G ∈ {P, Cn, CHWd } can be computed via Lemma III.1.
B. Approximately entanglement-breaking channels
A channel N : A → B is called entanglement-breaking
[43], if (idR⊗N )(ρRA) is separable for all auxiliary quan-
tum systems R and input states ρRA. Equivalently, N
is entanglement-breaking if and only if its Choi oper-
ator NAB is separable. Entanglement-breaking chan-
nels are an important class of quantum channels with
strongly additive Holevo information [4]: If N : A → B
is entanglement-breaking, then
χ(N ⊗M) = χ(N ) + χ(M) (9)
for any arbitrary quantum channel M : A′ → B′. In
particular, we have χ(N⊗n) = nχ(N ) for entanglement-
breaking channels, and thus C(N ) = χ(N ) by (7).
Hence, an appropriate notion of an approximately
entanglement-breaking channel, together with (9), pro-
vides another way of bounding the classical capacity of
an arbitrary quantum channel via Corollary II.7.
Fix quantum systems A and B, and let E ≡ E(A →
B) = {N : A → B | NAB is separable} denote the set of
all entanglement-breaking channels.
Definition III.6. For a given ε ∈ [0, 1], a quantum chan-
nel N : A→ B is called ε-entanglement-breaking, if
min
M∈E
1
2
‖N −M‖ ≤ ε.
We define the entanglement-breaking parameter EB(N )
to be the smallest ε ∈ [0, 1] such that N is ε-
entanglement-breaking.
With this definition, we have the following application
of Corollary II.7:
Corollary III.7. Let N : A→ B be a quantum channel,
and set ε := EB(N ). Then,
C(N ) ≤ χ(M) + 2ε log |B|+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3ε log |B|+ 2g(ε),
where the function g(ε) is defined through (8), and
M : A→ B is the entanglement-breaking channel achiev-
ing the minimum in Definition III.6.
If |A||B| ≤ 6, a state ρAB is separable if and only if it
has positive partial transpose (PPT) [44], i.e., ρTBAB ≥ 0,
where TB denotes the transpose on the B system. Hence,
in low dimensions we can efficiently compute EB(N ):
Lemma III.8. Let N : A → B be a quantum channel.
If |A||B| ≤ 6, then the entanglement-breaking parameter
EB(N ) is the solution to the following SDP:
minimize: µ
subject to: TrB ZAB ≤ µ1A
ZAB ≥ NAB −MAB
ZAB ≥ 0
MAB ≥ 0
TrBMAB = 1A
MTBAB ≥ 0.
(10)
Proof. The constraint MTBAB ≥ 0 forces the operator MAB
to be PPT, which by the assumption |A||B| ≤ 6 is
equivalent to MAB being separable. Hence, MAB corre-
sponds to the Choi operator of an entanglement-breaking
channel M : A → B, and the SDP in (10) computes
EB(N ).
C. Approximately Hadamard channels
A quantum channel N : A → B is called Hadamard if
its complementary channel Nc : A→ E is entanglement-
breaking. Since a channel is entanglement-breaking if
and only if its Kraus operators are rank-one operators
[43], we can parametrize a Hadamard channel as fol-
lows (cf. [32]): Let K be the Kraus rank of N , i.e., the
minimal number of Kraus operators, which is equal to
the smallest dimension of the environment |E| [45]. Let
9{|ϕk〉E}Kk=1 be a collection of normalized vectors on HE ,〈ϕk|ϕk〉 = 1 for all k = 1, . . . ,K, let S = {|ψk〉A}Kk=1
be an overcomplete set of vectors on HA (such that∑K
k=1 |ψk〉〈ψk|A = 1A), and let {|i〉B}|B|i=1 be an orthonor-
mal basis for HB .2 These sets of vectors give rise to a
Hadamard channel N : A→ B, whose action on an input
state ρA is given by
N (ρA) =
∑
k, l
〈ψk|ρA|ψl〉〈ϕl|ϕk〉E |k〉〈l|B . (11)
Define [ρA]S as the matrix representation of ρA with re-
spect to S = {|ψk〉A}Kk=1, i.e., ([ρA]ψ)ij = 〈ψi|ρA|ψj〉.
Furthermore, define the matrix (Γ)ij = 〈ϕi|ϕj〉E . Then
(11) can be rewritten as
N (ρA) = Γ† ∗ [ρA]S , (12)
where ∗ denotes the Hadamard product (viz. element-
wise product) of matrices: (A∗B)ij := (A)ij(B)ij . Equa-
tion (12) is the reason such channels are called Hadamard
channels.
Hadamard channels are another class of quantum chan-
nels with strongly additive Holevo information [7, 8]: If
N is a Hadamard channel, then for any other channelM
we have
χ(N ⊗M) = χ(N ) + χ(M). (13)
Hence, an appropriate notion of approximately
Hadamard channels leads to another application of
Corollary II.7 for bounding the classical capacity of
arbitrary quantum channels.
In what follows, we define two notions of approximately
Hadamard channels, one called ε-close Hadamard chan-
nels and the other called ε-Hadamard channels. To define
ε-close Hadamard channels, fix quantum systems A and
B and let H be the set of Hadamard channels from A
to B.
Definition III.9. For a given ε ∈ [0, 1], a quantum chan-
nel N : A→ B is called ε-close-Hadamard, if
min
M∈H
1
2
‖N −M‖ ≤ ε.
We define the Hadamard parameter Had(N ) to be the
smallest ε ∈ [0, 1] such that N is ε-close-Hadamard.
For reasons that will become clear shortly, it is useful
to define the following upper bound on Had(N ). Let
S = {|ψk〉A}i be an overcomplete set of vectors on HA,
i.e.,
∑
i |ψi〉〈ψi|A = 1A, and define the set
HS := {N ∈ H : N (ρA) = Γ† ∗ [ρA]S} ⊆ H,
2 For simplicity, we assume |B| = K = |E| here, though this is not
necessary.
where Γ ≥ 0 satisfies Γkk = 1 for all k. We then consider
the parameter
HadS(N ) := minM∈HS
1
2
‖N −M‖, (14)
which clearly satisfies Had(N ) ≤ HadS(N ). In addition,
HadS(N ) is the solution to an SDP and thus efficiently
computable:
Lemma III.10. For fixed S, the parameter HadS(N ) is
the solution to the following SDP:
minimize: µ
subject to: TrB ZAB ≤ µ1A
ZAB ≥ NAB −OΓAB
ZAB ≥ 0
Γ ≥ 0
〈k|Γ|k〉 = 1 for all k,
(15)
where OΓAB :=
∑
i, j, k, l(Γ ∗ [|i〉〈j|]S)kl |i〉〈j|A ⊗ |k〉〈l|B.
Proof. A matrix Γ is positive semidefinite if and only
if it is the Gram matrix of a collection of vectors, i.e.,
(Γ)ij = 〈ϕi|ϕj〉 for some set of vectors {|ϕi〉}i. Hence,
we can optimize over positive semidefinite Γ, and the con-
straints 〈k|Γ|k〉 = 1 for all k enforce that 〈ϕk|ϕk〉 = 1.
Moreover, since the Hadamard product ∗ is distributive
over addition, (A+B)∗C = A∗C+B∗C, the Choi opera-
tor
∑
i, j, k, l(Γ∗[|i〉〈j|]S)kl |i〉〈j|A⊗|k〉〈l|B of a Hadamard
channel M is linear in Γ for a fixed overcomplete set of
vectors S = {|ψk〉A}i. Thus, the SDP in (15) optimizes
the diamond distance 12‖N −M‖ over allM∈ HS .
We can combine Definition III.9, Corollary II.7, and
(13) to obtain an upper bound on C(N ) similar to Corol-
lary III.5. Since the function 2ε log |B|+g(ε) is monoton-
ically increasing for ε ∈ [0, 1], we can use the parameter
HadS(N ) for a fixed S instead of Had(N ). The former
has the advantage of being efficiently computable via its
SDP representation given in Lemma III.10. In summary,
we have the following:
Corollary III.11. Let N : A → B be a quantum chan-
nel, and set ε = Had(N ) and εS := HadS(N ) for a fixed
collection S = {|ψk〉A}k of vectors. Then,
C(N ) ≤ χ(M) + 2ε log |B|+ g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3ε log |B|+ 2g(ε)
≤ χ(N ) + 3εS log |B|+ 2g(εS),
where the function g(ε) is defined through (8), and
M : A→ B is the Hadamard channel achieving the min-
imum in Definition III.9. Note that we also have
C(N ) ≤ χ(MS) + 2εS log |B|+ g(εS),
where MS : A → B is the Hadamard channel defined in
terms of S achieving the minimum in (14).
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We now define ε-Hadamard channels, an alternative
way of defining a Hadamard parameter of an arbitrary
quantum channel. To this end, we recall that Hadamard
channels N : A → B belong to the class of degradable
channels mentioned in Section I: For every Hadamard
channel N : A → B with environment E there exists a
quantum channel D : B → E, called the degrading chan-
nel, such that Nc = D ◦ N . In other words, there exists
a quantum channel that Bob can apply locally to sim-
ulate the leakage of N to the environment, modeled by
the complementary channel N . Moreover, the degrading
channel of Hadamard channels is entanglement-breaking;
that is, the Choi operator DBE of D is separable [46].
This observation gives rise to the following definition:
Definition III.12. For a given ε ∈ [0, 1], a quantum
channel N : A→ B is called ε-Hadamard, if
min
D∈E(B→E)
1
2
‖N c −D ◦ N‖ ≤ ε,
where E(B → E) denotes the set of all entanglement-
breaking channels from B to E. The Hadamard param-
eter Haddeg(N ) is defined to be the smallest ε ∈ [0, 1]
such that N is ε-Hadamard.
If |B||E| ≤ 6, the parameter Haddeg(N ) of a quantum
channelN : A→ B with environment E can be expressed
as the solution to an SDP. This SDP is obtained from
the SDP that computes the approximate degradability
parameter defined in [23] by adding a constraint enforcing
the ‘approximate degrading’ map D to be entanglement-
breaking. In summary, we have:
Lemma III.13. Let N : A → B be a quantum channel
with environment E. If |B||E| ≤ 6, then the Hadamard
parameter Haddeg(N ) is the solution to the following
SDP:
minimize: µ
subject to: TrE ZAE ≤ µ1A
ZAE ≥ NAE − J (D ◦ N )
ZAE ≥ 0
DBE ≥ 0
TrE DBE = 1B
DTEBE ≥ 0,
(16)
where J (·) denotes the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism
that maps a channel to its Choi operator.
Note that in (16) the operator DBE corresponds to
the Choi operator of D : B → E, and the constraint
DTEBE ≥ 0 enforces DBE to be PPT, which for |B||E| ≤ 6
is equivalent to D being entanglement-breaking. The
map S 7→ J (S ◦ T ) is linear in S for a fixed channel
T [23], and hence, the corresponding constraint in (16)
is indeed semidefinite.
Using the Hadamard parameter Haddeg(·) from Defini-
tion III.12, we can again deduce an upper bound on the
classical capacity of a quantum channel by adapting the
arguments in the proof of Corollary II.7. In particular,
we have the following theorem, whose proof we give in
Appendix B.
Theorem III.14. For a channel N : A → B, set ε =
Haddeg(N ), and let D : B → E be the entanglement-
breaking channel achieving the minimum in Defini-
tion III.12. Then
C(N ) ≤ max
{pX(x),ψx}
[H(FE)ξ −H(E|X)ξ]
+ (2ε log |E|+ g(ε)) ,
where the cq state ξXFE is defined as
ξXFE :=
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ (UDB→FE ◦ NA→B)(ψxA),
UDB→FE is a Stinespring dilation of D : B → E, and
{ψxA}x is a set of pure states.
D. Bounds on triple trade-off capacities for ε-close
Hadamard channels
In addition to the various single-resource capacities
that we have discussed so far, one can also consider the
ability of a quantum channel to generate or consume mul-
tiple resources [21, 46–51]. One of the most general such
tasks is the triple trade-off problem [49, 50]: What is the
net rate at which classical bits, quantum bits, and en-
tangled bits can be consumed, in addition to many inde-
pendent uses of a quantum channel, in order to generate
the same resources? Let C denote the rate of classical
communication, Q the rate of quantum communication,
and E the rate of entanglement generation (if the rate is
negative, it means that the resource is being consumed).
The set of all achievable rates in this setting is called
the “dynamic capacity region.” This question has been
addressed in [49–51] (see also [32]), via the following dy-
namic quantum capacity theorem:
Theorem III.15 ([49, 51]). The quantum dynamic ca-
pacity region CCQE(N ) of a quantum channel N is given
by the following expression:
CCQE(N ) =
∞⋃
k=1
1
k
C(1)CQE(N⊗k), (17)
where the overbar indicates the closure of a set. The
region C(1)CQE(N ) is equal to the closure of the union of
the state-dependent regions C(1)CQE(N , σ):
C(1)CQE(N ) :=
⋃
σ
C(1)CQE(N , σ).
The state-dependent region C(1)CQE(N , σ) is the set of all
rates C, Q, and E, such that
C + 2Q ≤ I(AX;B)σ,
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Q+ E ≤ I(A〉BX)σ,
C +Q+ E ≤ I(X;B)σ + I(A〉BX)σ.,
where the coherent information I(F 〉G)ω of a bipartite
state ωFG is defined as I(F 〉G)ω := H(G)ω − H(FG)ω.
The above entropic quantities are with respect to a
classical–quantum state σXAB, where
σXAB :=
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗NA′→B(φxAA′),
and the states φxAA′ are pure, with system A isomorphic
to system A′. It is implicit that one should consider states
on A′k instead of A′ when taking the regularization in
(17).
If the channelN is a Hadamard channel, then the regu-
larization is not needed and the dynamic capacity region
is equal to C(1)CQE(N ) [46, 51]. Thus, we are motivated to
consider the notion of approximate Hadamard channels
in this context, leading to Theorem III.14 below. Note
that Gao et al. [52] derived an outer bound on the dy-
namic capacity region of a special class of channels using
operator space methods.
Theorem III.16. Let N be an ε-close-Hadamard chan-
nel; i.e., there exists a Hadamard channel M such that
1
2
‖N −M‖ ≤ ε.
Then the dynamic capacity region CCQE(N ) is contained
in the region C(1)CQE(M, ε), where C(1)CQE(M, ε) is equal to
the union of the state-dependent regions C(1)CQE(M, τ, ε):
C(1)CQE(M, ε) :=
⋃
τ
C(1)CQE(M, τ, ε).
The state-dependent region C(1)CQE(M, τ, ε) is the set of all
rates C, Q, and E, such that
C + 2Q ≤ I(AX;B)τ + f1(ε),
Q+ E ≤ I(A〉BX)τ + f2(ε),
C +Q+ E ≤ I(X;B)τ + I(A〉BX)σ + f2(ε),
where
f1(ε) := 2ε log |B|+ g(ε), (18)
f2(ε) := 2ε log |B|+ g(ε) + 2
√
2ε log |E|+ g(
√
2ε), (19)
and g(ε) is defined in (8). The above entropic quantities
are with respect to a classical–quantum state τXAB, where
τXAB :=
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗MA′→B(φxAA′),
and the states φxAA′ are pure.
Proof. To prove this result, we consider an approach re-
lated to that for a statement given in [25], recalled here
as Theorem II.6. It is convenient to distinguish between
the output system B of the channel N and the output
system B˜ of M, where B˜ ∼= B. For n ∈ N, let
ρXAA′n =
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ φxAA′n
be an arbitrary cq state, where each φxAA′n is a pure state.
By assumption, we have that
1
2
‖NA′→B −MA′→B˜‖ ≤ ε, (20)
and so by the continuity of Stinespring’s representation
theorem [53], it follows that there exist isometric channels
UNA′→BE and UMA′→BE extending NA′→B and MA′→B˜ ,
respectively, such that the corresponding complementary
channels Nc and Mc satisfy
1
2
‖Nc −Mc‖ ≤
√
2ε. (21)
We thus define the following cq states for 1 ≤ t ≤ n− 1:
σ0XABnEn :=
(
idXA⊗
[UNA′→BE]⊗n) (ρXAA′n),
σt
XAB˜≤tE˜≤tB>tE>t
:=(
idXA⊗
[UM
A′→B˜E˜
]⊗t ⊗ [UNA′→BE]⊗(n−t)) (ρXAA′n),
σn
XAB˜nE˜n
:=
(
idXA⊗
[UM
A′→B˜E˜
]⊗n)
(ρXAA′n),
where we use the shorthand Q≤i ≡ Q1Q2 . . . Qi for 1 ≤
i and quantum systems Q1, . . . , Qi, and use analogous
definitions for Q<i, Q≥i, and Q>i.
For a Hadamard channelM and for all integers n > 1,
there exist states ωi
AiXiB˜iE˜i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, each having
the form
ωi
AiXiB˜iE˜i
:=
∑
xi
pXi(xi)|xi〉〈xi|Xi ⊗ UMA′i→B˜iE˜i(φ
xi
AiA′i
),
such that the following entropy inequalities hold [32, 51]
I(AX; B˜n)σn ≤
n∑
i=1
I(AiXi; B˜i)ωi = nI(A˜X˜; B˜|Z)ω,
H(B˜n|X)σn ≤
n∑
i=1
H(B˜i|Xi)ωi = nH(B˜|X˜Z)ω,
H(B˜n)σn ≤
n∑
i=1
H(B˜i)σn = nH(B˜|Z)ω,
−H(E˜n|X)σn ≤ −
n∑
i=1
H(E˜i|Xi)ωi = −nH(E˜|X˜Z)ω,
(22)
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where the state ωZA˜X˜B˜E˜ is defined as
ωZA˜X˜B˜E˜ :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|Z ⊗ ωiAiXiB˜iE˜i ,
and the registers A˜ and X˜ are taken to be large enough
to contain the contents of the largest Ai and Xi, respec-
tively.
Applying (20) and (21), we find that
1
2
‖σt−1
XAB˜≤t−1B>t−1
− σt
XAB˜≤tB>t
‖1 ≤ ε, (23)
1
2
‖σt−1
XAE˜≤t−1E>t−1
− σt
XAE˜≤tE>t
‖1 ≤
√
2ε, (24)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ n by the definition of the diamond
norm. Moreover, σt−1
XAB˜≤t−1B>t−1
and σt
XAB˜≤tB>t
have
the same marginals on the systems XAB˜<tB>t, and
σt−1
XAE˜≤t−1E>t−1
and σt
XAE˜≤tE>t
have the same marginals
on the systems XAE˜<tE>t. Hence, using the continuity
bound from [25, Corollary 1] we obtain∣∣∣I(AX;Bt|B˜<tB>t)σt−1 − I(AX; B˜t|B˜<tB>t)σt∣∣∣
≤ f1(ε) (25)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ n, where B˜<1 and B>n represent empty
systems, respectively, and where f1(ε) is defined in (18).
We also get that∣∣∣H(Bt|B˜<tB>tX)σt−1 −H(B˜t|B˜<tB>tX)σt∣∣∣
≤ 2ε log |B|+ g(ε),
∣∣∣H(Et|E˜<tE>tX)σt−1 −H(E˜t|E˜<tE>tX)σt∣∣∣
≤ 2
√
2ε log |E|+ g(
√
2ε),
by applying (23), (24), and [37, Lemma 2]. We can now
bound I(AX;Bn)σ0 from above as follows:
I(AX;Bn)σ0
= I(AX; B˜n)σn + I(AX;B
n)σ0 − I(AX; B˜n)σn
= I(AX; B˜n)σn +
n∑
t=1
[
I(AX;Bt|B˜<tB>t)σt−1
− I(AX; B˜t|B˜<tB>t)σt
]
(26)
≤ I(AX; B˜n)σn + nf1(ε) (27)
≤
n∑
i=1
I(AiXi; B˜)ωi + nf1(ε)
= nI(A˜X˜; B˜|Z)ω + nf1(ε)
≤ nI(A˜X˜Z; B˜)ω + nf1(ε).
where (26) follows from writing out the telescope sum
and observing that all terms except the first and last one
cancel out. Step (27) uses (25) in each term of the sum.
The next inequality and the equality after that follow by
invoking (22). The final inequality is a consequence of
the chain rule and non-negativity of mutual information.
For the second bound involving the coherent informa-
tion term I(A〉BnX)σ0 , consider that
I(A〉BnX)σ0 = H(Bn|X)σ0 −H(En|X)σ0 .
We handle each term separately. First, by reasoning sim-
ilar to that in the proof of [23, Theorem 3.4], consider
that
H(Bn|X)σ0
= H(B˜n|X)σn +H(Bn|X)σ0 −H(B˜n|X)σn
= H(B˜n|X)σn
+
n∑
t=1
[
H(Bt|B˜<tB>tX)σt−1 −H(B˜t|B˜<tB>tX)σt
]
≤ H(B˜n|X)σn + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε))
≤
n∑
i=1
H(B˜|Xi)ωi + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε))
= nH(B˜|X˜Z)ω + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε)) .
By similar reasoning, we find that
−H(En|X)σ0 ≤ −nH(E˜|X˜Z)ω
+ n
(
2
√
2ε log |E|+ g(
√
2ε)
)
.
Thus, we conclude that
1
n
I(A〉BnX)σ0 ≤ H(B˜|X˜Z)ω −H(E˜|X˜Z)ω + f2(ε),
where f2(ε) is defined in (19). For the final term
I(X;Bn)σ0 + I(A〉BnX)σ0 , consider that
I(X;Bn)σ0 + I(A〉BnX)σ0 = H(Bn)σ0 −H(En|X)σ0 .
Since we already have a bound for −H(En|X)σ0 , we just
need to bound H(Bn)σ0 . By applying similar reasoning
as above, we find that
H(Bn)σ0 ≤ H(B˜n)σn + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε))
≤
n∑
i=1
H(B˜i)σn + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε))
= nH(B˜|Z)ω + n (2ε log |B|+ g(ε)) .
Combining with the above, we then get that
1
n
[H(Bn)σ0 −H(En|X)σ0 ]
≤ H(B˜|Z)ω −H(E˜|X˜Z)ω + f2(ε).
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Considering that
H(B˜|Z)ω −H(E˜|X˜Z)ω = I(X˜; B˜|Z)ω + I(A〉BX˜Z)ω
≤ I(X˜Z; B˜)ω + I(A〉BX˜Z)ω
completes the proof.
We end this section by mentioning that this kind of
approach could be applied in the context of Hadamard
broadcast channels, which constitute the main class of
quantum broadcast channels for which we have single-
letter capacity regions [54, 55].
IV. APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR QUBIT
CHANNELS
The MATLAB code used to obtain the numerical re-
sults of this section is available in the ancillary files sec-
tion on the arXiv page of this paper. The code makes
heavy use of the quantinf package [56], as well as the
YALMIP package to solve SDPs [57].
A. On the amplitude damping channel
The amplitude damping channel Ap is defined for p ∈
[0, 1] as
Ap(ρ) = K1ρK†1 +K2ρK†2 , (28)
where
K1 = |0〉〈0|+
√
1− p|1〉〈1|
K2 =
√
p|0〉〈1|.
An exact expression for the Holevo information of the
amplitude damping channel was derived by Giovannetti
and Fazio [58]. They showed that χ(Ap) is equal to
max
q∈[0,1]
{
h((1− p)q)− h
(
1 +
√
1− 4p(1− p)q2
2
)}
,
where h(x) := −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x) denotes the
binary entropy. However, its classical capacity C(Ap)
is yet to be determined, which remains a major open
problem in quantum information theory.
For low values of p, the amplitude damping channel
belongs to the class of so-called low-noise channels [59].
This is the content of Proposition IV.1 below, whose
proof we defer to Appendix C.
Proposition IV.1. For p ∈ [0, 1], we have
‖id−Ap‖ = 2p.
We have A0 = id, the identity channel, which is triv-
ially covariant under the full unitary group, and fur-
thermore Hadamard, since the complementary channel of
the identity channel is completely depolarizing and hence
entanglement-breaking. It is also easy to see that A1 is
entanglement-breaking. Therefore, one might expect to
get useful upper bounds on the classical capacity of Ap
using notions of approximate covariance or Hadamard-
ness for p & 0, or approximate entanglement-breaking
for p . 1.
The results of [59] can be applied to show that a
(super)linear behavior in the underlying noise param-
eter of an approximation parameter leads to a useless
bound on the classical capacity, as the appearing error
term involves the function ε log ε, which has infinite slope
at ε = 0 if ε = O(p). Unfortunately, all parameters
that we introduced in Section III have such behavior in
the amplitude damping parameter p: the covariance pa-
rameter covP(Ap), the entanglement-breaking parameter
EB(Ap), and the Hadamard parameters Had(Ap) and
Haddeg(Ap). First, the developments in Section II C lead
to the following analytical formula for covP(Ap), which
we prove in Appendix C:
Proposition IV.2. The covariance parameter covP(Ap)
of an amplitude damping channel Ap with damping pa-
rameter p ∈ [0, 1] with respect to the Pauli group P is
given by
covP(Ap) = p
2
. (29)
We can also derive an analytical lower bound on the
entanglement-breaking parameter EB(Ap), showing that
the latter has at least linear behavior in p. The proof of
the following result is again deferred to Appendix C:
Proposition IV.3. The entanglement-breaking param-
eter EB(Ap) of an amplitude damping channel Ap with
damping parameter p ∈ [0, 1] satisfies
EB(Ap) ≥ (1− p)(2
√
1− p− p)
4(1− p)− p2 ≥
1− p
2
.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 1, numerics demonstrate
that both Hadamard parameters HadS(Ap) (with S =
{|0〉, |1〉}) and Haddeg(Ap) are at least linear in p.
Recently, Wang et al. [26] derived the following strong
converse upper bound on the classical capacity of a quan-
tum channel N : A→ B:
C(N ) ≤ Cβ(N ) := log β(N ), (30)
where the quantity β(N ) is the solution to the following
SDP, with NAB denoting the Choi operator of N :
minimize: Tr(SB)
subject to: −RAB ≤ NTBAB ≤ RAB
− 1A ⊗ SB ≤ RTBAB ≤ 1A ⊗ SB .
(31)
The quantity Cβ(N ) is a strong converse bound in the
sense that for any sequence of classical codes with rate
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FIG. 1. Plot of the Hadamard parameters of the amplitude
damping channel Ap. The Hadamard parameter HadS(Ap)
with S = {|0〉, |1〉}, as given in (14), is plotted in blue/dashed,
and the Hadamard parameter Haddeg(Ap), as given in Defi-
nition III.12, is plotted in red/dash-dotted.
above the classical capacity C(N ), the success probabil-
ity of that code sequence converges to 0 exponentially
fast.
For the amplitude damping channel Ap, the quan-
tity Cβ(Ap) constitutes the best known upper bound on
C(Ap) for p ∈ [0, 1/2] [26], and it can be expressed in a
closed form,
Cβ(Ap) = log(1 +
√
1− p).
We plot this bound in Figure 2, together with the Holevo
information χ(Ap), which is a lower bound on the classi-
cal capacity C(Ap). Evidently, Cβ(Ap) is not tangent to
the Holevo information χ(Ap). This indicates that a suit-
able notion of approximate additivity of the Holevo infor-
mation of Ap would necessarily improve upon Cβ(Ap) for
low values of p due to continuity. Here, suitable means
that the resulting upper bound is tangent to χ(Ap). How-
ever, our arguments made above, together with the re-
sults from [59], show that the approximation parameters
defined in the present paper are not suitable in this sense.
It therefore remains an interesting open question to find
suitable approximation parameters for Ap with the cor-
rect sublinear behavior in the damping parameter p.
As mentioned above, the quantity Cβ(N ) provides a
strong bound on the classical capacity C(N ) of a quan-
tum channel, as exhibited with the example of the am-
plitude damping channel. Moreover, it can be easily
computed for any channel N via its SDP representation
given in (31). For these reasons, we use Cβ(N ) as a
benchmark for upper bounds on the classical capacity of
certain examples of channels in the following sections.
These bounds are obtained from Corollaries III.5, III.7,
and III.11, respectively.
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FIG. 2. Lower and upper bound on the classical capacity
C(Ap) of the amplitude damping channel Ap defined in (28).
The Holevo information χ(Ap), a lower bound on C(Ap), is
plotted in black/dashed, and the strong converse upper bound
Cβ(Ap), defined in (30) and equal to log(1 +√1− p), is plot-
ted in blue/solid.
B. Convex mixture of amplitude damping and
depolarizing noise
We first consider a channel that is a convex mixture of
an amplitude damping channel and a depolarizing chan-
nel. More precisely, for p ∈ [0, 1] we define the channel
Np := pAp + (1− p)Dp, (32)
where the amplitude damping channel Ap is defined in
(28), and Dp denotes the qubit depolarizing channel
Dp(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p
3
(XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ).
The depolarizing channel Dp is covariant under the full
unitary group for all p, and hence also covariant with
respect to the Pauli group P. We therefore expect the
channel Np to be almost covariant with respect to the
Pauli group for small values of p, so that Corollary III.5
applies. Indeed, we have the following immediate conse-
quence of Proposition IV.2:
Corollary IV.4. The covariance parameter of the chan-
nel Np defined in (32) with respect to the Pauli group P
is given by
covP(Np) = p
2
2
.
The resulting upper bound on C(Np) obtained via
Corollary III.5(i) is plotted in Figure 3 together with
the Holevo information χ(Np), and the strong converse
upper bound Cβ(Np) defined in (30). Numerical in-
vestigations (that were verified using the results from
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FIG. 3. Upper and lower bounds on the classical capacity C(Np) of the channel Np defined in (32). The Holevo information
χ(Np), a lower bound on C(Np), is plotted in black/dashed, the upper bound χ(Np)+2εp+g(εp) on C(Np) from Corollary III.5(i)
with the covariance parameter εp := covP(Np) = 12p2 is plotted in blue/solid, and the strong converse upper bound Cβ(Np)
defined in (30) is plotted in red/dash-dotted.
[60]) showed that χ(Np) is equal to the Holevo informa-
tion χ(Np,P) of the twirled channel Np,P computed via
Lemma III.1, which enables us to use the stronger upper
bound χ(Np) + 2εp + g(εp) in Figure 3.
C. Composition of amplitude damping and
dephasing noise
We now consider the channel
Mp := Ap ◦ Zp, (33)
where Zp denotes the Z-dephasing channel
Zp(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ pZρZ.
This channel was, e.g., considered by Aliferis et al. [61]
in the context of fault-tolerant quantum computation.
Let us explicitly calculate the Choi operator M1/2 of
M1/2. It is easy to see that (idA⊗Z1/2)(γ) = |00〉〈00|+
|11〉〈11|, where |00〉 ≡ |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 and |11〉 ≡ |1〉 ⊗ |1〉. The
action of the Kraus operators {K1,K2} of A1/2 (given in
(28)) on the computational basis is
K1|0〉 = |0〉 K2|0〉 = 0
K1|1〉 = 1√
2
|1〉 K2|1〉 = 1√
2
|0〉,
from which we obtain M1/2 = |00〉〈00|+|1〉〈1|⊗pi2. Since
M1/2 is manifestly separable, M1/2 is entanglement-
breaking, and in a neighborhood of p = 12 we expectMp to be approximately entanglement-breaking accord-
ing to Definition III.6. In Figure 4, the entanglement-
breaking parameter EB(Mp) is plotted as a function of
p for the whole interval p ∈ [0, 1] and zoomed in on
the interval p ∈ [0.35, 0.75]. Evidently, the numerics
suggest a quadratic dependence of EB(Mp) on p, i.e.,
EB(Mp) = O(p2). The resulting upper bound from
Corollary III.7 on the classical capacity C(Mp) is plot-
ted in Figure 5, both in terms of the original channel
Mp and the entanglement-breaking channelMEBp found
by the SDP in (10) that is closest to Mp in diamond
distance. The plot also includes the Holevo information
χ(Mp) and the strong converse upper bound Cβ(Mp).
The computation of χ(Mp) and χ(MEBp ) was verified
using the methods from [60].
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN
PROBLEMS
A quantum channel can be used in different contexts,
and depending on the information-processing task there
are different capacities characterizing the channel. Most
of these capacities — including the classical, quantum,
and private capacity — are given in terms of regularized
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FIG. 4. Plot of the entanglement-breaking parameter EB(Mp) of the channel Mp defined in (33) for the interval p ∈ [0, 1]
(left) and zoomed in on the interval p ∈ [0.35, 0.75] (right).
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FIG. 5. Upper and lower bounds on the classical capacity C(Mp) of the channel Mp defined in (33). The Holevo information
χ(Mp) is plotted in black/dashed, the upper bound χ(Mp)+3εp+2g(εp) on C(Mp) from Corollary III.7 with the entanglement-
breaking parameter εp := EB(Mp) is plotted in green/dotted, the upper bound χ(MEBp ) + 2εp + g(εp) from Corollary III.7 is
plotted in blue/solid, and the strong converse upper bound Cβ(Mp) defined in (30) is plotted in red/dash-dotted. The channel
MEBp is the entanglement-breaking channel closest in diamond distance to Mp found by the SDP in (10).
formulae that are intractable to evaluate for most chan-
nels.3 This is both good and bad news: Good, because
3 A notable exception is the entanglement-assisted classical capac-
ity of a quantum channel, for which a single-letter formula was
derived by Bennett et al. [62].
entanglement between different uses of a quantum chan-
nel clearly enhances some its communication capabilities,
giving rise to interesting effects such as superadditivity
of coherent [17] and private information [20], and super-
activation of quantum capacity [63]; bad, because the
regularization severely limits our understanding of these
capacities. Hence, we need to resort to deriving useful
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lower and upper bounds on these capacities, as well as
single out classes of channels for which the respective
capacity formulae reduce to single-letter ones due to ad-
ditivity of the underlying quantities (Holevo, coherent,
and private information).
In the case of the quantum capacity, the largest class of
channels with additive coherent information is the class of
so-called informationally degradable channels [64], which
include degradable and conjugate degradable channels.4
To obtain upper bounds on the quantum capacity, Sutter
et al. [23] defined an approximate version of degradabil-
ity, and showed that the desirable additivity properties of
exactly degradable quantum channels are approximately
preserved. Their approach yields efficiently computable
upper bounds on the quantum capacity, and works par-
ticularly well for so-called low-noise channels [59], which
are close in diamond norm to the ideal channel and hence
‘almost’ degradable.
In this paper, we applied the approach of [23] to the
classical capacity. In contrast to the quantum capac-
ity, there are various distinct classes of channels with
(weakly or strongly) additive Holevo information, includ-
ing entanglement-breaking channels, unital qubit chan-
nels, depolarizing channels, and Hadamard channels.
This presented us with the option of defining multi-
ple ‘approximation parameters’: a covariance parame-
ter (Definition III.4), an entanglement-breaking param-
eter (Definition III.6), and two Hadamard parameters
(Definition III.9 and Definition III.12). For the first two
parameters, we found interesting examples of channels
(the channels Np and Mp defined in (32) and (33) of
Section IV, respectively) that exhibited the usefulness of
our approach. More generally, we note here that one can
obtain single-letter upper bounds on the triple trade-off
capacities [32, 49–51] of approximately Hadamard chan-
nels, given that Hadamard channels are quite special,
as their triple-trade-off capacity regions are single-letter
[32, 46, 51] in addition to their classical capacities.
We were not able to find an interesting channel for
which the notion of approximate Hadamard-ness leads
to good upper bounds on its classical capacity. More
precisely, we were looking for a channel Lp defined in
terms of a noise parameter p ∈ [0, 1], satisfying
Had(Lp) = O(pa) or Haddeg(Lp) = O(pa) (34)
for some a > 1, where Had(·) and Haddeg(·) are the
Hadamard parameters defined in Definition III.9 and
Definition III.12, respectively. The results of [59] show
that a > 1 is necessary for the upper bound on C(Lp)
from Corollary II.7 to be non-trivial. It remains an in-
teresting open problem to find a channel satisfying (34).
4 It is worthwhile to point out that there is no known example of an
informationally degradable channel that is not also (conjugate)
degradable. It remains an interesting open problem to determine
whether the two sets are identical or not.
On a more general note, we once again mention that
our approach was not helpful for gaining a better under-
standing of the classical capacity of the amplitude damp-
ing channel Ap. This is because for this channel all four
approximation parameters introduced in this paper have
at least linear behavior in the amplitude damping pa-
rameter p (cf. Section IV), rendering the resulting upper
bounds on C(Ap) trivial. We are curious as to whether
a variation of the approximation methods of [23] and the
present paper might yield new insights in this matter, or
whether a different approach, e.g., in the spirit of [65, 66],
is needed.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma III.3
Before proving Lemma III.3, we need the following re-
sult, whose proof we give for the sake of completeness:
Lemma A.1 ([67]). Let H and H′ be isomorphic Hilbert
spaces with d = dimH = dimH′, and let T ∈ B(H′ ⊗H)
be a Hermitian operator. Then,∫
U
(U ⊗ U¯)T (U ⊗ U¯)†dµ(U)
=
t− f
d2 − 11H′⊗H +
d2f − t
d2 − 1 Φ,
where t := TrT , Φ is a (normalized) maximally entangled
state on H′ ⊗H, and f := 〈Φ|T |Φ〉.
Proof. We first consider an arbitrary Hermitian operator
S and its twirling by the product unitary U ⊗U (instead
of U ⊗ U¯). A standard argument using invariance of the
Haar measure and Schur-Weyl duality shows that∫
U
(U ⊗ U)S(U ⊗ U)†dµ(U)
=
ds− f ′
d3 − d 1H′⊗H +
df ′ − s
d3 − d F, (A1)
where s = TrS and f ′ = Tr(SF), and the flip operator F
is defined as the linear extension of its action on product
vectors, F(|φ〉⊗|ψ〉) := |ψ〉⊗|φ〉. Let us denote the partial
transpose of an operator X ∈ B(H′ ⊗H) with respect to
the second tensor factor by XT2 . The following identities
can easily be verified by inspection:
FT2 = dΦ
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TrS = TrST2
Tr(SF) = dTr
(
ST2Φ
)
(
(U ⊗ U)S(U ⊗ U)†)T2 = (U ⊗ U¯)ST2(U ⊗ U¯)†
Taking the partial transpose on H in (A1) and using the
above identities, we obtain∫
U
(U ⊗ U¯)ST2(U ⊗ U¯)†dµ(U)
=
ds− f ′
d3 − d 1H′⊗H +
df ′ − s
d2 − 1 Φ
=
s− f
d2 − 11H′⊗H +
d2f − s
d2 − 1 Φ,
where f = Tr
(
ST2Φ
)
= f ′/d and s = TrS = TrST2 .
Choosing S = TT2 and noting that s = t for this choice
proves the claim.
We are now ready to prove Lemma III.3:
Proof of Lemma III.3. The covariance of N with respect
to {UA(g)}g∈G can be written as
N (·) = UA(g)†N (UA(g) · UA(g)†)UA(g). (A2)
Let B denote the basis for HA with respect to which the
unnormalized maximally entangled vector γAA′ in (1) is
defined. Then, due to (A2), the Choi operator NAB :=
(idA⊗N )(γAA′) of N is equal to
NAB =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
(U¯A(g)⊗ UA(g))NAB(U¯A(g)⊗ UA(g))†
(A3)
where X¯ denotes the complex conjugate of an operator
X with respect to the basis B. The formula (A3) follows
from the ‘transpose trick’ identity (A ⊗ 1)|γ〉 = (1 ⊗
AT )|γ〉. Since UA(g) ∈ U(HA) is a unitary two-design,
we further have
NAB =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
(U¯A(g)⊗ UA(g))NAB(U¯A(g)⊗ UA(g))†
=
∫
U(HA)
dµ(U) (U¯ ⊗ U)NAB(U¯ ⊗ U)†
= x1AB + yΦAB , (A4)
where |Φ〉AB := 1√|A| |γ〉AB , the last equality follows from
Lemma A.1 in Appendix A, and
x =
|A| − f
|A|2 − 1 y =
|A|2f − |A|
|A|2 − 1
with f = 〈Φ|NAB |Φ〉AB . Hence, setting q = |A|x and
noting that y|A| = 1− q, we can rewrite (A4) as
NAB = x1AB + yΦAB
= |A|x1A ⊗ piB + y|A|γAB
= (idA⊗Dq)(γAA′),
where Dq(·) := (1− q) id +qTr(·)pi is an |A|-dimensional
depolarizing channel, which has strongly additive Holevo
information as proved by King [6].
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem III.14
The following proof of Theorem III.14 is closely related
to the one of [32, Theorem 20.4.1] and previous methods
employed in the proof of Theorem II.6.
From the proof of [32, Theorem 20.4.1], we know that
the Holevo information of a quantum channel NA→B can
be written as
χ(N ) = max
{pX(x),ψx}
{H(B)ω −H(E|X)ω}, (B1)
where
ωXBE =
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ VNA→BE(ψxA),
pX is a probability distribution, {ψxA}x is a set of pure
states, and VNA→BE is a Stinespring dilation of NA→B .
It is convenient to distinguish between the output sys-
tem E of the complementary channel Nc and the output
system E˜ of DB→E˜ ◦ NA→B , where E˜ ∼= E. For n ∈ N,
let
ρXAn =
∑
x
pX(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ ψxAn
be an arbitrary cq state, where each ψxAn is a pure state.
By assumption, we have that
1
2
‖Nc −DB→E˜ ◦ NA→B‖ ≤ ε. (B2)
We define the following cq states for 1 ≤ t ≤ n− 1:
σ0XBnEn :=
(
idX ⊗
[VN ]⊗n) (ρXAn),
σt
XE˜≤tE>t
:=
(
idX ⊗ [D ◦ N ]⊗t ⊗N⊗(n−t)c
)
(ρXAn),
σn
XFnE˜n
:=
(
idX ⊗
[UD ◦ N ]⊗n) (ρXAn),
where VN ≡ VNA→BE and UD ≡ UDB→FE˜ is an isometric
extension of DB→E˜ .
The multi-letter version of (B1) that we are interested
in bounding is
H(Bn)σ0 −H(En|X)σ0 = H(FnE˜n)σn −H(En|X)σ0 ,
where the equality holds because entropy is invariant
with respect to applying the isometry UD. For an
entanglement-breaking channel DB→E˜◦NA→B and for all
integers n > 1, there exist states ωi
XiFiE˜i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
each having the form
ωi
XiFiE˜i
:=
∑
xi
pXi(xi)|xi〉〈xi|Xi ⊗ (UDi ◦ Ni)(φxiAi)
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with UDi ≡ UDBi→FiE˜i and Ni ≡ NAi→Bi , such that the
following entropy inequalities hold [32, Theorem 20.4.1]:
H(FnE˜n)σn ≤
n∑
i=1
H(FiE˜i)ωi
= H(FE˜|Z)ω, (B3)
−H(E˜n|X)σn ≤ −
n∑
i=1
H(E˜i|Xi)ωi
= −nH(E˜|X˜Z)ω, (B4)
where the state ωZX˜FE˜ is defined as
ωZX˜FE˜ :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|Z ⊗ ωiXiFiE˜i ,
and the register X˜ is taken to be large enough to contain
the contents of the largest Xi. Applying (B2), we find
that
1
2
‖σt−1
XE˜≤t−1E>t−1
− σt
XE˜≤tE>t
‖1 ≤ ε, (B5)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ n by the definition of the diamond norm.
Moreover, σt−1
XE˜≤t−1E>t−1
and σt
XE˜≤tE>t
have the same
marginals on the systems XE˜<tE>t. We get that∣∣∣H(Et|E˜<tE>tX)σt−1 −H(E˜t|E˜<tE>tX)σt∣∣∣
≤ 2ε log |E|+ g(ε),
by applying (B5) and [37, Lemma 2]. By reasoning sim-
ilar to that in the proof of [23, Theorem 3.4], consider
that
−H(En|X)σ0
= −H(E˜n|X)σn −H(En|X)σ0 +H(E˜n|X)σn
= −H(E˜n|X)σn
−
n∑
t=1
[
H(Et|E˜<tE>tX)σt−1 −H(E˜t|E˜<tE>tX)σt
]
≤ −H(E˜n|X)σn + n (2ε log |E|+ g(ε))
≤ −nH(E˜|X˜Z)ω + n (2ε log |E|+ g(ε)) . (B6)
The final inequality is a consequence of (B4). We can
now bound the quantity H(FnE˜n)σn − H(En|X)σ0 of
interest from above as follows:
H(FnE˜n)σn −H(En|X)σ0
≤ n
[
H(FE˜|Z)ω −H(E˜|X˜Z)ω
]
+ n (2ε log |E|+ g(ε))
≤ n
[
H(FE˜)ω −H(E˜|X˜Z)ω
]
+ n (2ε log |E|+ g(ε))
≤ n max
{pX(x),ψx}
{
H(FE˜)ξ −H(E˜|X)ξ
}
+ n (2ε log |E|+ g(ε)).
The first inequality follows from (B3) and (B6). The
second inequality follows from the chain rule. The final
inequality follows because the state ωZX˜FE˜ is a particu-
lar one to consider for optimizing the entropy difference.
Furthermore, it suffices to optimize over pure states due
to another application of the data processing inequal-
ity. Since we have shown the above chain of inequalities
for an arbitrary positive integer n and an arbitrary ini-
tial ensemble at the channel input, we can conclude the
statement of the theorem.
Appendix C: Properties of the amplitude damping
channel
We first prove Proposition IV.2, which states that
covP(Ap) = p2 .
Proof of Proposition IV.2. We set G = P and argue by
employing Lemma II.3, proving the equality in (29) by
first showing that the maximally entangled qubit state
achieves the diamond norm and then that the resulting
trace distance is equal to p2 , i.e.,
1
2
‖Ap −Ap,G‖ =
1
2
‖idR⊗ [Ap −Ap,G] (ΦRA)‖1 =
p
2
.
First, consider a general channel N and its twirled
version NG with respect to some covariance group
{(Ug, Vg)}g, where {Ug}g is a one-design. We again use
the notation N g := Vg† ◦N ◦Ug. Taking the generalized
divergence to be the trace distance, ψRA an arbitrary
pure state, and applying Lemma II.3, we find that
‖(idR⊗N ) (ΦRA)− (idR⊗NG) (ΦRA)‖1
≥
∥∥∥∥ 1|G|∑gN g (ψRA)⊗ |g〉〈g| − NG(ψRA)⊗ piG
∥∥∥∥
1
=
1
|G|
∑
g
‖N g (ψRA)−NG(ψRA)‖1 ,
where piG denotes the maximally mixed state (note that
for the second channel, we get the maximally mixed state
here because the channel is already symmetrized with
respect to the covariance group). The second equality
follows from how the trace norm decomposes when acting
on block-diagonal operators.
Applying the above inequality to the amplitude damp-
ing channel Ap and the symmetrized channel Ap,G with
covariance group given by the Pauli group on the input
and output, and noting that Ap is covariant with respect
to σZ , we find that
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‖Ap(ΦRA)−Ap,G(ΦRA)‖1 ≥
1
2
‖Ap(ψRA)−Ap,G(ψRA)‖1 +
1
2
‖σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX −Ap,G(ψRA)‖1 .
For an amplitude damping channel, consider that Ap,G(·) = 12Ap(·) + 12σXAp(σX (·)σX)σX . This implies that
‖σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX −Ap,G(ψRA)‖1 =
∥∥∥∥σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX − 12 [Ap(ψRA) + σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX ]
∥∥∥∥
1
=
1
2
‖Ap(ψRA)− σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX‖1
=
∥∥∥∥Ap(ψRA)− 12 [Ap(ψRA) + σXAp(σXψRAσX)σX ]
∥∥∥∥
1
= ‖Ap(ψRA)−Ap,G(ψRA)‖1 .
Combining with the above, this implies that the following
inequality holds for any state ψRA:
‖Ap(ΦRA)−Ap,G(ΦRA)‖1
≥ ‖Ap(ψRA)−Ap,G(ψRA)‖1 .
This establishes that the diamond norm is achieved by
the maximally entangled state. We can then use the
above again to see that
‖Ap(ΦRA)−Ap,G(ΦRA)‖1
=
1
2
‖Ap(ΦRA)− σXAp(σXΦRAσX)σX‖1 .
To compute the value of the right-hand side, recall that
the Kraus operators of the amplitude damping channel
Ap are given by
K1 = |0〉〈0|+
√
1− p|1〉〈1|
K2 =
√
p|0〉〈1|,
which implies that the Kraus operators of
σXAp(σX (·)σX)σX are given by
L1 = |1〉〈1|+
√
1− p|0〉〈0|
L2 =
√
p|1〉〈0|.
Applying these Kraus operators to the maximally entan-
gled state |Φ〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉) leads to
K1ΦK
†
1 =
1
2
(|00〉〈00|+√1− p|00〉〈11|
+
√
1− p|11〉〈00|+ (1− p) |11〉〈11|)
K2ΦK
†
2 =
p
2
|10〉〈10|
L1ΦL
†
1 =
1
2
(
(1− p) |00〉〈00|+
√
1− p|00〉〈11|
+
√
1− p|11〉〈00|+ |11〉〈11|)
L2ΦL
†
2 =
p
2
|01〉〈01|
Then we find that
Ap(ΦRA)− σXAp(σXΦRAσX)σX
=
p
2
(|00〉〈00|+ |10〉〈10|+ |01〉〈01| − |11〉〈11|) ,
implying that
‖Ap(ΦRA)− σXAp(σXΦRAσX)σX‖1 = 2p
and in turn that
‖Ap(ΦRA)−Ap,G(ΦRA)‖1 = p.
This concludes the proof.
Next, we prove Proposition IV.3, which states that
EB(Ap) ≥ f(p) := (1− p)(2
√
1− p− p)
4(1− p)− p2 ≥
1− p
2
.
Note that numerics suggest that f(p) is in fact optimal,
i.e., EB(Ap) = f(p).
Proof of Proposition IV.3. We prove the lower bound on
EB(Ap) by judiciously choosing a feasible point of the
primal SDP for EB(Ap). The primal SDP can be ob-
tained from the dual formulation in (10) by standard
techniques (we use the notation 〈XA, YA〉 := Tr(X†AYA)
for the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product):
maximize:
1
2
(〈NAB , Ap〉 − Tr(HA))
subject to: Tr(MA) ≤ 2
NAB ≤MA ⊗ 1B
NAB + P
TB
AB ≤ HA ⊗ 1B
MA ≥ 0
NAB ≥ 0
PAB ≥ 0
HA = H
†
A,
(C1)
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where Ap is the Choi operator of the amplitude damping
channel Ap,
Ap = (id⊗Ap)(γ) =
 1 0 0
√
1− p
0 0 0 0
0 0 p 0√
1− p 0 0 1− p
. (C2)
We now make the following ansatz for the variables ap-
pearing in the primal SDP in (C1) (with a dot represent-
ing a zero for improved readability):5
NAB =
q1 . . r. . . .. . . .
r . . q2
 PAB =
. . . .. q1 −r .. −r q2 .
. . . .

HA =
(
q1 .
. q2
)
MA =
(
q1 + r .
. q2 + r
)
, (C3)
where q1, q2, r ≥ 0 are real parameters satisfying
r2 = q1q2 and r = 1− 1
2
(q1 + q2). (C4)
It is easy to check that, imposing the conditions (C4) on
q1, q2, r, the choices of NAB , PAB , HA,MA in (C3) satisfy
all constraints in (C1). Moreover, for these choices the
objective function reduces to
1
2
(〈NAB , Ap〉 − Tr(HA)) = 1
2
(
2r
√
1− p− pq2
)
. (C5)
With the constraints (C4), the objective function
(C5) can be determined as a function f(p) us-
ing the method of Lagrange multipliers, which we
carried out in the attached Mathematica notebook
amp_damp_EB_parameter.nb. This yields
f(p) =
(1− p)(2√1− p− p)
4(1− p)− p2 .
It is furthermore easy to see that f(p) ≥ 12 (1− p), which
proves the claim.
To conclude, we prove the fact that the amplitude
damping channel Ap is a low-noise channel in the sense
of [59], i.e., ‖ id−Ap‖ = 2p.
Proof of Proposition IV.1. By sending in the state |1〉〈1|
(with trivial purification |11〉〈11|) to both channels, we
first obtain the following lower bound:
‖id−Ap‖ ≥ 2p.
Indeed, consider that
Ap(|1〉〈1|) = (1− p)|1〉〈1|+ p|0〉〈0|,
5 The ansatz in (C3) and (C4), which seems rather ad-hoc at first,
was determined by carefully analyzing the optimal numerical so-
lutions to the SDP in (C1).
so that
id(|1〉〈1|)−Ap(|1〉〈1|) = |1〉〈1| − (1− p)|1〉〈1| − p|0〉〈0|
= p|1〉〈1| − p|0〉〈0|,
and then
‖(id⊗ id)(|11〉〈11|)− (id⊗Ap)(|11〉〈11|)‖1
= ‖id(|1〉〈1|)−Ap(|1〉〈1|)‖1
= 2p.
We thus need to prove that the value of 2p is indeed
optimal. One way to show this is by SDP duality as
follows. Consider the bipartite operator
ZAB :=

q2
p 0 0 q
0 p− q2p 0 0
0 0 0 0
q 0 0 p
,
where q := 1 − √1− p. It is easy to check (see
amp_damp_feasible_Z.nb in the ancillary files) that
ZAB ≥ 0 and ZAB ≥ γ −Ap, (C6)
where γ ≡ |γ〉〈γ| is the Choi operator of id, and where
Ap is the Choi operator of Ap as given in (C2). The
two conditions (C6) show that ZAB is a feasible point
for the dual SDP of 12‖ id−Ap‖ in (2). Furthermore,
TrB ZAB = p1A, which shows that
1
2‖ id−Ap‖ ≤ p,
concluding the proof.
In the following, we also give an analytical proof of the
fact that ‖ id−Ap‖ ≤ 2p. We consider only the interval
p ∈ (0, 1] because otherwise the diamond norm is trivially
equal to zero, given that the amplitude damping channel
Ap becomes the identity channel for p = 0. The identity
channel and the amplitude damping channel are jointly
covariant with respect to the group {I, σZ}. Applying
Proposition II.4, we find that the optimal state for the
diamond norm of the difference id−Ap takes the form:
|φq〉 ≡ √q|0〉|0〉+
√
1− q|1〉|1〉,
for some q ∈ [0, 1]. By following steps similar to those in
the proof of Proposition IV.2, we find that
|φq〉〈φq| − (id⊗Ap) (|φq〉〈φq|)
=
√
q (1− q)
(
1−
√
1− p
)
(|00〉〈11|+ |11〉〈00|)
+ p (1− q) (|11〉〈11| − |10〉〈10|) .
One can compute that the eigenvalues of the above ma-
trix are given by{
0, p(q − 1), 1
2
(
p (1− q)±
√
(1− q) r(p, q)
)}
,
where
r(p, q) := p2 (1− q) + 8q
(
1−
√
1− p
)
− 4pq.
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This implies that the trace norm ‖|φq〉〈φq| −
(id⊗Ap) (|φq〉〈φq|) ‖1 is equal to
f(p, q) := p (1− q) +
√
(1− q) r(p, q).
We note that r(p, q) ≥ 0 for all p ∈ (0, 1] and q ∈ [0, 1],
which follows because r(p, 0) = p2 ≥ 0 and
d
dq
r(p, q) = 8(1−
√
1− p)− p (4 + p) ≥ 0,
on p ∈ (0, 1], implying that r(p, q) is monotone increasing
in q on the interval [0, 1], for all fixed p ∈ (0, 1]. Consider
that
f(p, 0) = 2p.
Our aim is to show that for fixed p ∈ (0, 1], the function
f(p, q) is monotone decreasing in q on the interval [0, 1].
If this holds, then we can conclude the statement of the
proposition. To this end, we will compute ddqf(p, q) and
show that ddqf(p, q) ≤ 0 for all p ∈ (0, 1] and q ∈ [0, 1].
Consider that
d
dq
f(p, q)
= −p− r(p, q) + (1− q)
(
4p+ p2 − 8 [1−√1− p])
2
√
(1− q) r(p, q) .
We have
d
dq
f(p, q)
∣∣∣∣
q=0
=
2
p
(
2
[
1−
√
1− p
]
− p (1 + p)
)
≤ 0 (C7)
for all p ∈ (0, 1]. We then compute
d2
dq2
f(p, q) = −4s(p)
√
(1− q) r(p, q)
(1− q)2 [r(p, q)]2 ,
where s(p) := 8
(
1−√1− p) + p (p+ 4√1− p− 8).
Since s(p) ≥ 0 for p ∈ (0, 1], we conclude that
d2
dq2 f(p, q) ≤ 0. This implies that for fixed p ∈ (0, 1],
d
dqf(p, q) is monotone decreasing in q ∈ [0, 1]. This in
turn implies, by combining with (C7), that ddqf(p, q) ≤ 0.
This concludes the proof.
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